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AS OF MARCH 1995
SELECTMEN
Larry G. Heath - Chairman
Ray P. Buxton, Jr.
Betsy A. Coes
Sue E. Hayden
























Term Expires March 1995
TAX COLLECTOR
Sue E. Hayden










Lyman Baier Term Expires March 1995
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Nancy A. Matthews Term
Helen S. Ryan Term
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Barbara A. Hallinan, Chairwoman





Thomas R. Hackett (Alternate)
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT




Oaks K. Lawrence III (Alternate)
John J. Finn, Jr. (Alternate)
Jared N. Rumford, Sr. (Alternate)
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Alden A. Neal, Road Agent (772-1257) Term Expires March 1997
Term Expires March 1996
Term Expires March 1997
Term Expires March 1995
Term Expires March 1996
Term Expires March 1996
Term Expires March 1995
Term Expires March 1997
Term Expires March 1995
Term Expires March 1997
Term Expires March 1996
Term Expires March 1996
Term Expires March 1995
Term Expires March 1996
Term Expires March 1997
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Larry G. Shaw (772-1251) Term Expires March 1997
FIRE DEPARTMENT
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE (778-8321)
William E. Chick, Chief (772-3735) Term Expires March 1997
Ray P. Buxton, Jr., Asstistant Chief Term Expires March 1997
WATER DEPARTMENT
Wendell J. Sargent, Jr., Superintendent
Jerry S. Kimball, Assistant Superintendent
Alan G. Williams, Assistant Superintendent
POLICE DEPARTMENT
EMERGENCY (772-2323) "HOTLINE" (MACHINE ONLY 772-7811)
BUSINESS (772-9010)
Michael F. Ploof, Officer in Charge
John K. Wagner Terry Maisey
Edward Levesque Julie Freeman
Mark Keith William Mac Donald
Michael Coulp Richard Ruck
Robin Gilbert
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER




Kathleene E. Comeau Chris Wilson
Christopher M. Frysalis Lyne Neary
Laurie J. Frysalis Chris Clinansmith
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Diana L. Toth Term Expires March 1998
Dona H. Morrill Term Expires March 2000
Barbara C. Hayden Term Expires March 1996
MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION




Barbara B. Byrne Term Expires March 1995
Joanne M. Voltaire, Co-Chairperson Term Expires March 1997
Stephen L. Bassett Term Expires March 1997
M. Sherwood Libby Term Expires March 1995
James E. Ryan, Co-Chairperson Term Expires March 1995
Kathy Mcrae Term Expires March 1996
Carolyn H. Scanlon Term Expires March 1996
David Mason (Alternate) Term Expires March 1997
BUDGET COMMITTEE
John J. Finn George J. Shaw, Jr,
Raymond E. Trueman James P. Daley, Jr
Reginald H. Sharp Thomas N. Beatty
Donald D. Doane
TOWN LANDING
David A. Dennehy, Overseer Term Expires March 1997
ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
(Vacancy)
LAMPREY REGIONAL SOLID WASTE COOPERATIVE
Wesley Moore, Representative
TOWN AUDITOR
Plodzik & Sanderson, CPA's
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Newfields, in the County of Rockingham, in
said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Newfields on Tuesday,
the fourteenth day of March, 1995, at two o'clock in the afternoon until nine
o'clock in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
BUSINESS MEETING TO BE HELD AT SEVEN-THIRTY O'CLOCK
1
.
To choose all necessary Town and School District Officers for the ensuing
year.
2. To see what action the Town will take toward the acceptance of the reports
of the Town Officers as printed in the Town Report.
3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen, in case of disaster, to
apply for, contract for, receive and expend Federal Funds for disaster relief.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept, on
behalf of the Town, gifts, legacies, and devises made to the Town in trust for
any public purpose as permitted by RSA 31 :19.
5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow Short Term
Notes in anticipation of taxes. (RSA 33:7)
6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Tax Collector to accept
prepayment of Real Estate taxes for the year 1995. (RSA 80:52-a)
7. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for purchasing a replacement fire truck and to raise and
appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be place in this
fund.
The Board of Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
8.To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw $12,000
plus interest from the Police Cruiser Replacement Fund and to raise and
appropriate the sum of eight thousand dollars ($8,000) to be raised through
general taxation for the purchase of a new police cruiser.
The Board of Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw $50,000
plus interest from the Bald Hill Capital Reserve in addition to $25,000 to be
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raised through general taxation for the upgrading of Bald Hill Road from the
intersection of Rte. 87 to the Newfields town line.
The Board of Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
10. To see if the Town will vote to deposit 20% of all future revenues collected
pursuant to RSA 79-A, Land Use Change Tax, into the Town's Conservation
Fund in accordance with RSA 36-A:5 iii, RSA 79-A:25, with a maximum deposit
of $20,000 per allocation.
Selectmen do not recommend passage of this article.
11. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of Newfields' 150th Birthday Celebration
in the year 1999, and to raise and appropriate the sum of one thousand ($1 ,000)
to be placed in this fund.
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey to David
Quigley property acquired by Tax Collector's Deed and situated at Map 212, Lot
3.11 on Hall's Mill Road in return for payment to the Town of unpaid taxes,
interest, penalties and costs for the years 1991, 1992 and 1993; provided that
the said David Quigley make payment in full to the Town for all outstanding and
unpaid taxes, interest, penalties and costs within ninety (90) days after the vote
taken upon this article; and, to authorize the Selectmen to sell such tax deeded
property by deed following public auction, or may be otherwise disposed of as
justice may require, if the said David Quigley fails to make payment in full of all
outstanding taxes, interest, penalties and costs, as provided herein, within
ninety (90) days after the vote is taken on this article.
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
13. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the Amendment and Restatement of
Lamprey Regional Cooperative, thereby remaining a member of the Lamprey
Regional Cooperative for the purpose of handling, managing and disposing of
municipal solid waste?
Selectmen do not recommend passage of this article.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,622 to
be paid to the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative in payment of the
current assessment of fees related to closure.
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
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15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,000 to
be used for a Fail Hazardous Waste Collection to be conducted in conjunction
with the Town of Exeter and the Town of Stratham.
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $80,000 for
the installation of handicapped access to the secord floor of the Fire Station.
Selectmen do not recommend passage of this article.
17. To see if the Town wil vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,395 for
the painting the downstairs of the original Fire Station and repair of the roof of
the original Fire Station.
Selectmen recommend passage of this article
18. To see if the Town will discuss and consider the option of recessing the
1995 Annual Town Meeting to the following Saturday for the purpose of holding
its Business Meeting.
19. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 76:15 to allow
semi-annual collection of property taxes beginning in April, 1996.
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,500 for
the grading and paving of the Town Hall parking lot.
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
21
.
To see if the Town will vote to deposit in the previously established Water
Department Expendible Trust Fund the amount of $2,999 which represents the
surplus revenue collected for fiscal year 1994.
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for
the purchase of new tables and chairs for the Newfields Town Hall.
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
23. To see if the Town will vote to request the Selectmen to appoint a 5 member
committee of Newfields residents to present recommendations concerning the
use, placement and/or removal of the Recycling Shed, the Scout House and the
Hearse House. The Selectmen will be required to hold two public hearings on
the committee's recommendations before any action, if proposed, is taken.
6
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $542,780
that may be necessary to defray town charges for the ensuing year, exclusive of
all special warrant articles above.
Selectmen recommend passage of this article.
25. To hear any reports of any committee heretofore appointed and to pass any
vote related hereto.
26. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hand and seal this
Lord, nineteen hundred and ninety-five.
day of February in the year of our
A True Copy of Warrant - Attest;
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION




BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF NEWFIELDS N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 19_9_5_ to December 31 , 19 95 or for Fiscal Year
From January 1 19 95 to npno^r 3J 19 95
IMPORTANT: Please read the new RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
It requires this budget be prepared on a "gross" basis, showing all revenues and appropriations. At least one public
hearing must be held on this budget.
When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the town

























4130 Executive (Salaries only-1995) 34000 37097 26850
4140 Election, Registration, & Vital Statistics 1900 3133 2175
4150 Financial Administration 8450 8527 10750
4152 Revaluation of Property 4000 10057 4000
4153 Legal Expense 14000 21804 14000
4155 Personnel Administration 7000 23119 10000
4191 Planning and Zoning 7000 4413 7000
4194 General Government Building 8500 10945 12500
4195 Cemeteries 1500 3872 1500
4196 Insurance 44300 35847 34424
4197 Advertising and Regional Associations 1200 . 580 •1200
4199 Other General Government new acct# 12000
PUBLIC SAFETY
4210 Police/First Response/ACO 76800 74459 94000
4215 Ambulance (1994 & 1995) 3000 2500 4500
4220 Fire 14617 15879 17400
i
4240 Bldg. Inspection 10000 10035 12000
4290 Emergency Mgt. 2110 1383 6260
4299 Other Public Safety (including Communications) 1800 4916
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4312 Highways and Streets 70000 67373 75000
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting 11700 11586 12397
4317 Care of Trees & THall Tree 5 2000 1750 3000
SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Collection steeve s/Gobi 1 27280 27281 28388
4324 Solid Waste Disposal Lamprey/Oaden- tart. 21230 26297 22000
4326 Sewage Collection and Disposal
NPumarkPt T)nmp(C1ose 94/95) 31800 24000 32100
4326 Recyclinq 5500 5153 750
WATER DISTRIBUTION AND TREATMENT
4332 Water Services 32300 30197 34650
4335 Water Treatment
HEALTH
4414 Pest Control 12500 12500 12500
4415 Health Agencies and Hospitals 4130 4408 4600
WELFARE
4442 Direct Assistance 7000 3200 5000
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Payments
4445 Vendor Payments


















Sub-Totals (from page 2) 46611 7 477715 505860
CULTURE AND RECREATION
4520 Parks and Recreation Moving U0 900 1100
4550 Library 6000 7975 8000
4583 Patriotic Purposes Flags _275_ 945 275
4589 Other Culture and Recreation Cele . Comn i 1000
CONSERVATION
4612 Purchase of Natural Resources
46i$t3&t*iRr Conservation Commission 1700 1700 imr







4711 Princ. -Long Term Bonds & Notes ( final
-
95) 5000 5000 5000
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes 690 690 345
4723 Interest on TAN 20000 4567 20000
TOTAL OPERATING BUDGET 501382 516614 542780
CAPITAL OUTLAY
4901 Land and Improvements 9±
4902 Mach., Veh., & Equip. Fire Trk/Air P 8/9 152280 152280 33000
43954903 Buildings Furnace & Ramp 20/2 28000 27132
4909 Improvements Other Than Buildings 6500
Lamprey Closing 22 18000 tfinnn 1 5622
Haz. Waste Collect. 23 1000 144 1000
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
4912 To Special Revenue Fund 2500
4913 To Capital Projects Fund Raid Hill 13 25QQQ
4914 To Enterprise Fund
25000 25000
3&eKec — 1000
Water- pYpp>n ^iblP Trust. F. 2999
£&&$.T H;anrHrapperi T,i ft.i ra
Funcf
8QQQQ
4915 To Capital Reserve
4916 To Trust and Agency Funds Cruiser 12. 6000
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 731662 745170 724798
HELP! We ask your assistance in the following: If you have a line item of appropriation which is made up of appropriations
from more than one (1) warrant article, please use the space below to identify the make-up of the line total. We hope







* * Amounts Not Recommended by Selectmen * *
These amounts are not included in the recommended column.























3120 Land Use Change Taxes
3180 Resident Taxes -
3185 Yield Taxes 2660 2000
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 19000 23273 ?nnon
Inventory Penalties 915 innn
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits mnon 6317 10000
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 70000 R?R9^ R0000
3230 Building Permits 12000 13953 15000




i 3351 Shared Revenue 20000 43654 35000
3353 Highway Block Grant 14853 14853 15000
jaaStoJWeJexlJfcrtaliicKGrants Enerqy Audit 950 950
3355 Housing and Community Development
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement




3401 Income from Departments Water ???nn ^??n? 39100
3409 Other Charges Amb. /Harvard 1000 1 2RO? ?snn
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 . Sale of Municipal Property Cunningham 1 IfiOQ
3502 interest on Investments 2000 3345 2500
3509 Other Misc. 10000 49375 25000
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
3912 Special Revenue Fund





3915 Capital Reserve Fund Fire Truck frm 108839
3916 Trust and Agency Funds Impact Fees frm 21543 12000 l sonn
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934 Proc. from Long Term Notes & Bonds
General Fund Balance
Unreserved Fund Balance
Fund Balance Voted From Surplus
Fund Balance to be Retained
Fund Balance Remaining to Reduce Taxes
For Municipal Use
< $ > XXX XXX XXX
< $ >
$ XXX XXX XXX
$
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 323535 ^fi41fi ?fifc?^n
'Enter in this column the numbers which were revised and approved by
Total Appropriations
' DRA and which appear on the MS-4 form.
7947QR
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Pre)perty Taxes
i County Taxes)
?fcfi?RO
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School anc 45RS4R
BUDGET OF THE TOWN Ol- Newfields ,N.H.
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
Concord, N.H. 03302-1122














Approved Town/City Tax Effort
Municipal Tax Rate
School Portion —
Due to Local School 1,020,679
Due to Regional School .
Less: Shared Revenues 25,018
Net School Appropriation
Special Adjustment
Approved School(s) Tax Effort
Sc*hool(s) Tax Rate — County Portion --
Due to County 95,346





Approved County Tax Effort
County Tax Rate
Combined Tax Rate
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Commitment Analysis
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits
Add: Village District Commitment( s )
Total Property Tax Commitment
— Proof of Rate —





























MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING HELD MARCH 8, 1994
TOWN OF NEVFIELDS, NH
The annual Town Meeting was called to order at 7:30 p.m. by the
Moderator, James Hayden. He gave instructions as to the procedures
townspeople should follow when addressing their concerns.
Article 1. To choose all necessary Town and School District
Officers for the ensuing term. Mr. Hayden indicated that if there
were no objections, the polls would remain open until the finish of
the meeting.
Article 2. To see what action the Town will take toward the
acceptance of the reports of the Town Officers as printed in the
Town Report.
Motion was made by Paul Watson and seconded by Jared Rumford to
approve Article 2. Barbara Hallinan indicated Bob Devantry' s name
was left out of the list of Planning Board Members. There being no
further changes, Article 2 was voted on and passed. The Town Report
was therefore, accepted as corrected and published.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen, in case of disaster, to apply for, contract for, receive
and expend Federal Funds for disaster relief.
Motion was made by Jeanne Conner and seconded by Paul Watson to
approve Article 3. Chairman Larry Heath stated this was a standard
article allowing the Selectmen to request funds in case of disaster.
Being no discussion, Article 3 was put to a vote and passed.
Article 4. Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 31:95-b
providing that any town at an annual meeting may adopt an article
authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority, the Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without
further action by the town meeting, unanticipated money from a
state, federal, or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the fiscal year.
Motion was made by Jared Rumford and seconded by Lynn Sweet to
approve Article 4. Chairman Larry Heath indicated this would
authorize the Selectmen to receive and expend any grants that come
to the town. Being no discussion, Article 4 was put to a vote and
passed.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept, on behalf of the town, gifts, legacies, and
devised made to the town in trust for any public purpose as
permitted by RSA 31:19.
Motion was made by Betsy Coes and seconded by Maggie Doane to
approve Article 5. Chairman Larry Heath explained this was a
standard article allowing the Selectmen to accept gifts. Being no
discussion, Article 5 was put to a vote and passed.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow Short Term Notes in anticipation of taxes. (RSA 33:7)
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Motion was made by Jared Rumford and seconded by Maggie Doane to
approve Article 6. Chairman Larry Heath indicated this was another
standard article enabling the Selectmen to borrow money. Being no
discussion, Article 6 was put to a vote and passed.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Tax
Collector to accept prepayment of Real Estate taxes for the year
1994. (RSA 80:52-a)
Motion was made by Maggie Doane and seconded by Paul Vatson to
approve Article 7. Being no discussion, Article 7 was put to a vote
and passed.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $136, 000 for the purchase of a new equipped fire truck,
and to authorize the withdrawal of $108,839.41, plus interest, from
the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund and the sum of S21.543.97, plus
interest, from the Fire Department Impact Fee Fund established for
that purpose, the balance to be raised through general taxation, and
to appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to disburse funds for
such purchase. That a committee of not less than three citizens
shall be appointed by the Board of Selectmen to organize and prepare
necessary information related to such purchase for presentation to
the Board of Selectmen.
Jim Hayden indicated this article was authorizing the town to expend
a total of $136,000. The $108,839 is presently in the Fire Truck
Capital Reserve Fund and the $21,543.97 is impact fees that have
been paid to the town. This article would be appropriating
$6,000.00 to make up the total $136,000.
Motion was made by Paul Vatson and seconded by Maggie Doane to
approve Article 8. Bill Chick explained that each year $25,000 is
put in a capital reserve fund for the purchase of a new fire truck
but this year airpacks were needed. He agreed to take the
$16,280.00 needed for airpacks out of the $25,000.00 and put the
remainder towards the fire truck. With the remainder being
$9,000.00 an amendment was needed. Motion was made by Bill Chick
and seconded by Bill Dawson to amend Article 8 by changing the sum
of $136,000 to $139,000. The amendment to Article 8 was voted on
and passed. Being no further discussion, Article 8 as amended was
put to a vote and passed.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $16,280.00 to be used to purchase eight replacement
airpacks and cylinders for the Fire Department.
Motion was made by Paul Vatson and seconded by Betsy Coes to approve
Article 9. Bill Chick briefly discussed the need for the
replacement airpacks. Being no discussion, Article 9 was put to a
vote and passed.
Article 10. In the event that Article 9 fails to pass, to see if
the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
long-term Lease-Purchase Agreement with Fire Tech and Safety of New
England for a five year term, at a cost of $4,001.02 per year, for
the use and purchase of eight replacement airpacks and cylinders for
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the Fire Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of
S4.001.02 for the current lease payment.
Article 10 was declared null and void due to the acceptance of
Article 9.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,500.00 to purchase equipment and to pay necessary
expenses to establish a Voluntary First Response Team for the Police
Department.
Motion was made by Paul Vatson and seconded by Betsy Coes to approve
Article 11. Chairman Larry Heath explained our ambulance service
comes from Newmarket and it takes 10-15 minutes for them to get here
because they need three people in attendance before the ambulance
can respond. I f we had a First Response Team, somebody would be in
town to respond first. David Hoscnwender explained the budget of
$6,500.00 for three volunteers, which included training, insurance,
three medical kits and miscellaneous supplies. Jeff Buxton was
concerned that three volunteers was not enough. Mike Ploof
mentioned three was just a figure to start with and hopefully that
number would increase each year. Motion was made by Bill Chick and
seconded by Barbara Hallinan to amend Article 11 to the following:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Voluntary First Response
Team to work with the Newmarket Ainoulance Corps. Attorney Fran Lane
mentioned that if we start mixing Newfields with Newmarket we might
be creating some potential liabilities concerning insurance issues.
After a lengthy discussion, the amendment was voted on and failed to
pass. Article 11 was put to a vote and passed.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,000.00 to be placed in the previously established
Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund for the future purchase of a
replacement police cruiser.
Motion was made by Paul Vatson and seconded by Betsy Coes to approve
Article 12. Chairman Larry Heath indicated that this was a
continuation of a fund established last year. Being no discussion,
Article 12 was put to a vote and passed.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $25,000.00 to be placed in the previously established
Bald Hill Road Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of upgrading
Bald Hill Rd. from the intersection of Route 87 to the Newmarket
town line.
Motion was made by Paul Vatson and seconded by Betsy Coes to approve
Article 13. Chairman Larry Heath indicated that this was another
continuation of a fund established last year. Pat Neal mentioned
the total estimated cost to upgrade the road was $75,000.00. He
also said there was an additional $12,000.00 available from monies
donated by Valter Biery. Being no discussion, Article 13 was put to
a vote and passed.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to accept the remaining
section of Hemlock Court as an approved road, from its terminus at
the pre rty line of Lot 5.4, Tax Map 103 (as previously accepted in
accorda: . e with Ar icle 23 voted and approved at the March 13, 1990
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Town Meeting), to the end of the existing pavement.
Motion was made by Maggie Doane and seconded by Paul Watson to
approve Article 14. Chairman Larry Heath explained that in order to
make Hemlock Court a town road it needed to be accepted by the
Selectmen and approved by the people. Being no discussion, Article
14 was put to a vote and passed.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to convey to Charles Cunningham and Madeline Cunningham
property acquired by Tax Collector; s Deed and situated at 17
Piscassic Road, in return for payment to the town of unpaid
taxes, interest, penalties and costs for the years 1990, 1991, and
1992; provided that the said Charles Cunningham and Madeline
Cunningham make payment in full to the town of all outstanding and
unpaid taxes, interest, penalties and costs within ninety <90) days
after the vote taken upon this article; and, to authorize the
Selectmen to sell such tax deeded property by deed following public
auction, or the property may be sold by advertised sealed bids, or
may be otherwise disposed of as justice may require, if the said
Cunninghams fail to make payment in full of all outstanding taxes
and charges, as provided herein, within ninety (90) days after the
vote taken on this article.
Motion was made by Maggie Doane and seconded by Paul Vatson to
approve Article 15. Attorney Fran Lane indicated the Selectmen do
not have the authority to dispose of tax deeded property with
buildings on it. A vote was needed by the Town to give them the
authority to issue the deed back to the Cunningham's or to otherwise
dispose of the property. He also cited a legal issue pending before
the State Supreme Court where a bank has brought legal action
against the Town of Windham. The bank is claiming that the Tax
Collector's Deed did not foreclose the mortgage priority. This
could create a windfall if the town was to sell a property where a
lienholder exists. Selectman Wes Moore stated that we should give
the Cunningham's every opportunity to reacquire their property. Ed
Scanlon asked about the possibility of the school using the
property. School Board Member, Maureen Hackett responded that the
school has not looked into acquiring the property. They are
planning an addition and have enough land for this purpose. After
further discussion, Jared Rumford made a motion to move the
question, same was seconded by Kent Lawrence and accepted. Article
15 was put to a vote and passed.
Article 16. In the event that Article 15 fails to pass, to vote to
see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell and convey at a
public auction, by advertised sealed bids, or to otherwise dispose
of as justice may require, property previously owned by Charles and
Madeline Cunningham, situated at 17 Piscassic Road and previously
acquired by Tax Collector's Deed for default on payment of taxes.
Article 16 was declared null and void due to the acceptance of
Article 15.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to convey to Diversified Financial Systems, Inc. <DFSI) as
assignee of two mortgages from D & G Construction Company, Inc. to
BankEast both dated June 27, 1989, a tract or parcel of land, with
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any mprovemf ts thereon, previously owned by the said D & G
Construction company, located at Tax Map 103, Lot 5.3 and Tax Map
207, Lot 10 as conveyed to the town by the deed of the Tax Collector
of the Town of Newfields dated June 1, 1993, consideration for such
conveyance from the town to DFSI being payment to the town of all
outstanding property taxes for the years 1990, 1991, and 1992,
together with interest, and costs, in connection with the conveyed
property; provided that the said DFSI makes payment in full to the
town of all outstanding unpaid taxes and charges, as provided
herein, within ninety days after the vote taken upon this article;
and, to authorize the Selectmen to sell such tax deeded property
deed following public auction, or the property may be sold by
advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as justice
may require, if the said DFSI fails to make payment in full to the
town of all outstanding taxes and charges, as provided herein,
within ninety days after the vote taken on this article.
Motion was made by Paul Watson and seconded by Betsy Coes to accept
Article 17. Attorney Fran Lane explained that this article would
give the Selectmen the authority to transfer these two buildable
lots to the mortgage company that has a lien on the property.
According to the Municipal Association, once the Tax Collector's
Deed has been executed the town has sole title to the property. Joe
Diament asked the Selectmen's opinion. Chairman Larry Heath
referred to the bank as a third party who had made a bad deal and
wanted to retrieve some of its assets. Barbara Byrne mentioned that
these two lots abut Conservation land and should not be sold. Bill
Chick suggested that we defeat Article 17 and pass Article 18.
This would authorize the Selectmen to sell the property when the
time was right and possibly make some money on the deal. With the
Windham court case still pending, it was suggested that the land not
be sold right now. Article 17 was put to a vote and failed to pass.
Article 18. In the event that Article 17 fails to pass, to vote to
see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell and convey at a
public auction, by advertised sealed bids, or to otherwise dispose
of as justice may require, property previously owned by D & G
Construction Company, Inc. , located at Tax Map 103, Lot 5.3 and Tax
Map 207, Lot 10 acquired by Tax Collector's Deed for default in
payment of taxes. <RSA 80:80)
Motion was made by Paul Watson and seconded by Betsy Coes to approve
Article 18. Bill Chick stated that he felt the real benefit of
these two lots was to get them back on the tax roll as house lots.
Being little discussion, Article 18 was put to a vote and passed.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen, indefinitely until rescinded, to convey any real estate
acquired by the town by Tax Collector's Deed. Such a conveyance
shall be by deed following a public auction, or the property may be
sold by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as
justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80.
Motion was made by Paul Watson and seconded by Betsy Coes to approve
Article 19. Attorney Fran Lane explained that this would allow the
Selectmen to dispose of tax deeded property without having to come
back before the town each year. Jim Hayden was concerned that this
would give the Selectmen the authority to sell all or any tax deeded
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property even if it was taken by Tax Collector's Deed fifty years
ago. Motion was made by Tom Hackett and seconded by Walter Morrill
to amend this article. The amendment would add to the end of the
article the following statement: Any such disposal of property will
not take place without a duly noticed public hearing. The amendment
was voted on and failed to pass. Motion was made by Lynn Sweet and
seconded by Paul Watson to amend Article 19 to the following: To
see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen, indefinitely
until rescinded to convey any real estate with residential or
commercial buildings thereon, acquired by the town by tax
collector's deed. Such a conveyance shall be by deed following a
public auction, or the property may be sold by advertised sealed
bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as justice may require,
pursuant to RSA 80:80. The amendment was voted on and passed.
Article 19 as amended was put to a vote and passed.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of S25.000.00 to be used to improve, replace and install a
new heating system for the Town Hall.
Motion was made by Paul Watson and seconded by Betsy Coes to approve
Article 20. Chairman Larry Heath explained that the furnace in the
town hall was not very safe and needed to be replaced. This new
system would have two furnaces and be much more fuel efficient.
Andy Nichols felt that $25,000.00 was a lot of money to be paying
for a furnace. Larry Heath replied that the amount was only an
estimate and that the job would be put out to bid. Article 20 was
put to a vote and passed.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of S3, 000. 00 for the construction and installation of a
handicap access ramp to the Newfields Public Library.
Motion was made by Paul Watson and seconded by Barbara Byrne to
approve Article 21. Chairman Larry Heath explained that the ADA
requires all public buildings to be handicap accessible. Being
little discussion, Article 21 was put to a vote and passed.
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $18,000.00 to be paid to the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste
Cooperative in payment of the current assessment of fees related to
closure.
Motion was made by Paul Watson and seconded by Betsy Coes to approve
Article 22. Selectman Wes Moore explained that we are compelled to
vote yes on this article because we have an agreement with the
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative. The assessment of our
share of the closure costs is 4.5% of $400,000.00. Consequently, we
owe $18,000.00 for this year. Being no discussion, Article 22 was
put to a vote and passed.
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to be used for a fall hazardous waste
collection to be conducted in conjunction with the Town of Exeter
and the Town of Stratham.
Motion was made by Jared Rumford and seconded by Paul Watson to
approve Article 23. Chairman Larry Heath explained that this would
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be a pick-up for home hazardous waste. The total cost would be
SI, 000. 00 if we join in with Exeter and Stratham. Bob Blackington
raised question as to whether or not we could collect at the
recycling site. Larry indicated it would be too costly. After
little discussion, Article 23 was put to a vote and passed.
Article 24. In the event that Article 23 passes, to see if the
Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a joint
agreement with the Town of Exeter and the Town of Stratham to
conduct joint hazardous waste collection.
Motion was made by Paul Watson and seconded by Betsy Coes to approve
Article 24. Being no discussion, Article 24 was put to a vote and
passed.
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $20,000.00 to establish the position of a part-time Town
Administrator to assist the Board of Selectmen in the management of
town operations, and to authorize the Selectmen to establish a town
search committee of not less than three citizens to investigate
administrative requirements related to employing a part-time Town
Administrator, to screen and evaluate potential candidates and to
present its findings and recommendations to the Board of Selectmen.
Motion was made by Paul Watson and seconded by Betsy Coes to approve
Article 25. Chairman Larry Heath said that a Town Administrator was
needed to help out the Selectmen. Betsy Coes stated that last year
was an exceptionally busy year for the Selectmen and there was no
need for this position to be established. Motion was made by Betsy
Coes and seconded by Paul Watson to amend Article 25 to the
following: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
establish a search committee of not less than three citizens to
investigate administrative requirements related to employing a
part-time Town Administrator. No appropriation to be made at this
time for the position. The amendment to Article 25 was voted on and
passed. Article 25 as amended was put to a vote and passed.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to deposit fifty (50)
percent of all future revenues collected pursuant to PSA 79-A (Land
Use Change Tax) into the Conservation Fund in accordance with RSA
36-A:5 III, RSA 79-A: 25. This article changes the percentage amount
payable from five (5%) percent to fifty (50%) percent of the amount
collected.
Motion was made by Jim Daley and seconded by Jeff Frampton to
approve Article 26. Barbara Byrne pointed out several areas in town
that could be conservation land. She also said that the 50% of the
current use penalties does not require any money out of the town's
pocket. The Commission would use the money to buy property and
easements. A lengthy discussion ensued. Motion was made by Carolyn
Scanlon and seconded by Ed Scanlon to amend Article 26 to the
following: To see if the Town will vote to deposit fifty percent of
all future revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79-A into the
Conservation Fund in accordance with RSA 36-A:5 III, RSA 79-A: 25.
This changes the percentage amount payable from five percent to
fifty percent of the amount collected. Ninety percent of the funds
collected shall be used for the purchase of land and easements
within the Town of Newfields. The amendment was voted on and
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passed. Article 26 was voted on and the result could not be
determined by a voice vote. The Moderator requested a show of hands
for and against. The vote was 25 no, 17 yes. Article 26 failed to
pass.
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $494,882.00 that may be necessary to defray town charges
for the ensuing year, exclusive of all special articles above.
Motion was made by Barbara Hayden and seconded by Mary August to
approve Article 27. The budget on page 10 & 11 was reviewed line by
line by Chairman Larry Heath. The final figures were as follows:
Line 4240 Bldg. Inspection (increase of $5,500.00)
Line 4613 Conservation Commission (increase of $1,000)
Operating Budget Total
Line 4902 Mach.,Veh.,& Equip
(Increase of $3,000.00)
Fire Truck/Air Packs







Motion was made by Don Doane and seconded by Robert Slattery to
amend Article 27 to a total appropriations of $741,162.00 not
$751, 162. 00.
The amendment was voted on and accepted. The budget as amended was
put to a vote and passed.
Article 28. To hear any reports of any committee heretofore
appointed and pass any vote related hereto.
There were no reports.
Article 29. To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.
Larry Heath said thank you to Ves Moore and Les Patterson. Mike
Ploof thanked the people who donated their time and money into the
new Police Department. They included Larry Heath, Les Patterson,
Ves Moore, Ray Buxton, Jeff Buxton, Scott Buxton, Dennis Mitchell,
Mike Coulp, Lee Dawson, and Ken Peterson.
Jim Hayden asked for a show of hands of the people who would like to
have the Town Meeting on a separate day from voting. The majority
liked the idea and an article will be put in the next years warrant
for that purpose.
With no further business to discuss and upon motion made and




Results of the Zoning Ballot
Question 1. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment 7.2.4.6
as proposed by the Planning Board to the National Flood Insurance
Program Ordinance as follows:
"Recreational vehicle" means a vehicle which is <a) built on a
single chassis; <b) 400 square feet or less when measured at the
largest horizontal projection; <c> designed to be self-propelled or
permanently towable by a light-duty truck; and (d) designed
primarily not for use as a permanent dwelling but as temporary
living quarters for recreation, camping travel, or seasonal use.
YES 111 NO 35
Question 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment 7.2.4.7
as proposed by the Planning Board to the National Flood Insurance
Program Ordinance as follows:
Recreational vehicles placed on sites within Zones Al-30, AH and AE
shall either <i> be on the site for fewer than 180 consecutive days,
(ii) be fully licensed and ready for highway use, or (iii) meet all
standards of Section 60.3 (b)(1) of the National Flood Insurance
Program Regulations and the elevation and anchoring requirements for
"manufactured homes" in Paragraph (c)(6) of Section 60.3.
YES 99 NO 44
Question 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Article 4. 13. 12 to
the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board which
addresses Adult Uses:
"to promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the citizens
of Newfields, no Adult Use shall be allowed within 1000 feet of a
church, cemetery or school or within 400 feet of a residential
structure
.
YES 106 NO 38
Question 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment 1994-1
as proposed by the Planning Board as follows:
Reorganization and recodification of Subdivision Regulation and Site
Plan Review Regulations.
YES 101 NO 41
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1994


























58 Dump Sticker 290.00
40 Dump Coupons 656.00
5 Filinq Fees 5.00
53 UCC Filings 877. 69
7 Marriage Licenses 315.00
4 Vital Statistics 40.00
2 Dredge & Fill Permits 20.00





Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1994
TOWN OF NEVFIELDS
- DR. -
Uncollected taxes - beginning of fiscal year
Levies of : 1994 1993
Property Taxes $126, 882. 25
Land Use Change Tax 512. 40
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $1,488,733.13
Land Use Change Tax 79, 630. 00
Yield Taxes 2, 660. 30
Added Taxes 22. 81
Overpayments:
Property Taxes 7,160.65 101.77
Interest Collected on
Delinquent Taxes 256. 20 7. 443. 61
TOTAL DEBITS 51,578,463.09 $134,940.03
- CR. -
Remitted to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $1,325,157.92 $126,984.02
Land Use Change Tax 79,630.00 512.40
Yield Taxes 2,660.30
Interest 256.20 7,443.61
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes 3, 253. 53
Uncollected Taxes - End of Year:
Property Taxes 167, 505. 14 0. 00
TOTAL CREDITS $1,578,463.09 $134,940.03
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SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1994
- DR. -
.... Tax Lien on Account of Levies of
Balance of Unredeemed Liens
Beginning of Fiscal Year:
Liens Executed
During Fiscal Year:















Remittance to Treasurer Durinc Fiscal Year
Redempt ions:
Interest & Costs After Lien:
S23, 802. 63
1, 838. 38
Deeded to Town During Year: 1,404.80
Unredeemed Liens - End of Year : 41 , 107 . 72
TOTAL CREDITS S68, 153. 53
S23.748.77 S28.879.49
5, 213. 82 11, 822. 18
1, 350. 20
26, 424. 61
1 , 293. 06
0. 00
S56.737.40 S41.994.73
Sue Hayden, Tax Collector
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UNPAID TAXES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1994
Adams, Sandra $1,675.00
Arsenault, Robert & Patricia 810.00
Atlantic Coast Properties 921.00





Biery & Sicard 362.00
Bonner, Ronald 2,011.00
B&MRailroad 2,160.00
B & M Railroad 73.00
Brockway, Lois (partial) 2,227.72
Browne, Michael & Linda 1, 199.00
Call, Raymond & Judith 2,095.00
Cote, Armand & Barbara 42.00
Cronshaw, Kenneth (partial) 1,044.59
Daley, Charles Jr. (partial) 46.03
Daley, Cora (partial) 6.86
Davey, Gary & Christina 1,492.00
Davey, John & Nancy 1,452.00
Dow, Estate of Winthrop 1 1 .00
Glenn, Jeffrey 1,154.00
Gompers, David & Caley, Jeffrey 1,444.00
Gompers, David & Caley, Jeffrey 1,393.00
Gompers, David & Caley, Jeffrey 1,393.00
Goodrich, Joan 3,723.00
Hennessey, Frederick 1,731.14
Hoge, Donald & Donna 4, 764.00
Howcroft, Donald 2,180.00
Janeway, Barbara & Wilder, Don 3,949.00
Janeway, Barbara & Wilder, Don 1,619.00
Keach, Kevin & Carol 777. 00
Kenick, Pauline 1,873.00




Knipstein,Bruce & Karen(partial) 309.97
Labonte, Lionel & Greta 1,441.00
Limperis, Lycurgus & Carolyn 106.00
Marshall, Thomas & Katherine 1,332. 19
Martin, David & Laura 2,757.00
Martin, David & Laura 1,193.00
Mastropietro, Armand 3,445.00







Oliver, David & Denise 27.00
Palmer, Paul & Elizabeth 3,830.00
Pebler, David & Leona 1,815.98
Perkuhn,Fred 2,316.94
Perry, Christopher (partial) 33.54
Ploof, Michael 1,685.00
Purchas, John & Cynthia 2,552.00
Renner, Barbara (partial) 1 , 062.84
Robinson, William & Lee 633.00
Robinson, William & Lee 633.00
Robinson, William & Lee 633.00
Seafields Light Industrial Park 55,300.00
Seafields Light Industrial Park 1,885.00
Seafields Light Industrial Park 1,521 .00
Sharp, Reginald & Charlotte 887.00
Smith, Sharon & Gary 2,343.00
Swisher, Estate of Helen 3344. 1
1
Toth, Tibor & Diana 1,630.00
Tuck Realty Corporation 167.00
Tuck Realty Corporation 1 50. 00
Tuck Realty Corporation 170.00
Webb, Robert * 92.00
Webb, Robert Realty , Inc. 352.00
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Webb, Robert Realty, Inc. 370.00
Webb, Robert Realty, Inc. 733.00
Williams, David & Elaine 1,797.00




BALANCE, JANUARY 1, 1994
Fleet Bank
General Fund 464,914.84





3185 Yield Tax 2,058.95
3190 Interest and Penalities on Taxes 23,272.65
LICENSES.PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits 18,316.87
Current Use Applications 30.00
Planning and Zoning 5,866.87
Driveway Permits 420.00
LotAssesment 12,000.00
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 83,893.25
3230 Building Permit Fees 13,952.56














3401 Income From Departments 33,196.52
Water Department 33,196.52




SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS CONTINUED
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3502 Interest on Investments







Executive - Zoning Books



































1993 Property Tax Redemmed
1992 Property Tax Redemmed










Taxes Bought By Town
500,000.00
66,235.45









4140 Election and Registration 3,133.00
4150 Financial Administration 8,526.85
4152 Reappraisal Property 10,057.32
4153 Legal Expense 21,804.38
4155 Employee Benefits 5,102.28
4191 Planning and Zoning 4,412.68
4194 General Government Buildings 10,945.39
4195 Cemeteries 3,872.50
4196 Insurance 35,846.82
4197 Advertising and Regional Assoc. 580.00
PUBLIC SAFETY 104,532.65
4210 Police Department 74,458.67
4215 Ambulance 2,500.32
4220 Fire Department 15,879.23
4225 Animal Control 276.00
4240 Building Inspection 10,035.23
4290 Emergency Management 1,383.20
HIGHWAYS and STREETS 67,373.18
4312 Town Maintenance 67,373.18
4316 Street Lighting 11,586.18
4317 Care of Trees 1,750.00
SANITATION 82,730.92
4323 Solid Waste Collection 27,280.68
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 26,297.01
4325 Town Newmarket Dump 24,000.00
4326 Recycling 5,153.23
WATER DISTRIBUTION and TREATMENT
4332 Water Department 30,197.45
HEALTH
4414 Mosquito Control 12,500.00
HUMAN SERVICES 4,408.00
4415 Big Brother Big Sister 800.00
Lamprey Health Center 1,300.00
Richie McFarland Center 250.00
Rockingham Community Action 600.00
Rockingham Counseling Service 700.00
Rockingham Nutrition Service 308.00
Rockingham Visiting Nurses 0.00
Seacoast Hospice 50.00
Seacoast Mental Health 400.00
WELFARE
4442 Direct Assistance 3,243.62 3,243.62
TAXES 11,897.56
4520 Parks and Playgrounds 900.00
4550 Library 7,974.70
4583 Patriotic Purposes 944.47
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Principal Long Term Bond
4712 Interest Long Term bond












4914 CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
#12 Police Crusier 2nd Yr
#13 Bald Hill Road 2nd Yr
4915 1992 WARRANT ARTICLES
Conservation Comm.5% tax
1993 WARRANT ARTICLES
#15 Water Expenable Trust
#19 Conservation Comm. Map
1994 WARRANT ARTICLES
#08 New Fire Truck
#09 Airpacks Fire Dept.
#11 1st Response Team
#20 Town Hall Heat
#21 Library Ramp
#22 Lamprey Closure




TAXES BOUGHT by TOWN
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE

































4920 CURRENT USE 400.00
SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS


























DETAILED SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS
29,249.92




1991 Interest and Costs
1992 Taxes Redeemed
1992 Interest and Costs
1993 Property Taxes
1993 Interest and Costs
1993 Taxes Redeemed
1993 Interest and Costs
1994 Property Taxes
1994 Interest and Costs
Taxes Bought by Town

































































DETAILED SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS CONTINUED
Refunds 13,837.13
General Assistance 400.00
Rockingham Nutrition Service 278.00
















Exeter River Inc 40.00


























S& J Leasing 212.00
Stonemark 600.00




Up & Up Const. 416.00
Venturi 250.00
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W. Medley Jr 8.00
Driveway Permits
Atlantic Coast Prop. 20.00































State of New Hampshire 950.00





























Election and Registration 125.50
Freedom Investment Corp 25.00
McKinley/Marquis 25.00






State NH Witness Fee 30.00
Accident Reports 200.00





Planning and Zoning 5,866.87













Highways and Streets 1,000.00
Highway Inspections 1,000.00

































Jones & Beach 100.00
Current Use







TOTAL DETAIL of RECEIPTS 1994 2,425,517.70






















Maclean Hunter Market Report
Sue Moore from Conserv Budget
Monroe Systems for Business
New England Business Service
Newfields Community Church
Newfields Conservation
NH Government Financial Officers
N H Municipal Association










































DETAILED SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS CONTINUED
ACCT. GENERAL GOVERNMENT CONTINUED
NO.
4130 EXECUTIVE CONTINUED
Rockingham Co. Reg.Deeds 436.05
Joyce Rowe 52.00
Sheraton Inn Conway 160.00
Stamped Envelope Agency 964.00
Treasurer State N.H. 252.00



















Newfields Historical Society 190.00










C & K Stacey (25.00)
Fredom Investment Corp. (25.00)
McKinley / Marquis (25.00)
4152 REVALUATION OF PROPERTY 10,057.32
Cartographic Associates 1 ,345.00
Avitar 1 ,775.00
Steven Rubeor 6,850.00
Treasurer State N H 87.32
4153 LEGAL EXPENSE 21,804.38
Pudlosky and Lane 21,804.38
4155 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 5,102.28
F.I.C.A. 12,765.87






DETAILED SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS CONTINUED
ACCT. GENERAL GOVERNMENT CONTINUED
NO.
4191 PLANNING AND ZONING (1,454.19)
Steve Coes 37.62
Foster's Daily Democrat 66.04
Barbara Hallinan 300.23
Rockingham Co. Planning Comm. 3,337.00
Rockingham Co.Newspapers 671 .79
Less Reimbursements
Planning & Zoning Fees (5,866.87)
4194 GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS 8,432.44




Grant Fizz III 588.00
Grant Fizz III / Supplies 3.49
Goodrich Tree Service 137.50
Donald Hutchings 1 ,360.00
J S King Engineering 475.00
National Business Furniture 113.95
Nynex 970.41
Newfields Country Store 5.56
Newfields Village Sewer District 251 .53
Newfields Water Department 156.69
Officemax 9.99
Les Patterson / Supplies 11.99
Michael Price 650.00
Proulx Oil Service 1,527.91
Public Service N.H. 2,462.01
Rockcrest Gardens 675.00
Larry Shaw 749.00
Kathleen M. Smith / Supplies 174.09
Less Reimbursements
- Don Gebo (50.00)
State of New Hampshire (950.00)
Trustees Trust Fund (1,512.95)
4195 CEMETERIES 1 ,499.50
Leonard Abrahamson 796.00
L. Abrahamson Jr. 262.00
Abrahamson Equipment 2,814.50
Less Reimbursements
Trustees Trust Fund (2,373.00)
4196 INSURANCE 19,940.67
NHMA Health Trust 5,618.82
NHMA Workers Comp. 8,024.00
Perkins Agency 22,204.00
Less Reimbursements
Workers Comp Refund (13,159.13)
NHMA Health Trust-Ploof (333.02)
Perkins Agency (2,414.00)
4197 ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 580.00




N.H.Govt. Finance Officers 25.00
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Belcom Safety Inc. 135.65
Big Al's Auto 30.95
Bound Tree 131.65




Eagle Point Gun 806.00
Everlasting Engraving 471.25
Exeter Glass 183.15
Foster's Daily Democrat 22.60
Foto Magic 28.17
Gall's Inc. 2,778.19
Global Computer Supply 157.10
Greatbay Campground 15.01
Great Western Supply 824.99





National Consumer Publications 20.00
National Police Chiefs Assoc. 50.00
Neptune Inc. 1,228.50
Newfields Country Store 93.70
Newfields School 90.00
N.H. Dept. Transportation 1,675.74








DETAILED SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS CONTINUED
OTHER GENERAL GOVERNMENT CONTINUED




S A S Auto Parts 199.13
Kathleen M. Smith 222.75
Kathleen M. Smith / Supplies 127.50
Scully's Auto & Upholstery 100.00




Treasurer State of N.H. 106.00
Union Leader Corp. 43.00
John Wagner /Other 43.00
Whelen Engineering 71.35
Alan Williams 255.75
Alan Williams / Supplies 210.39
Less Police Reimbursements




New England Telephone 143.28








Dover Fire and Rescue 213.00
Eastern Propane 2,304.20
Fire Tech & Safety 86.15
Interstate Emergency 100.00
Maguire Pest Control 196.00
Newfields Country Store 5.89
Newfields Sewer 75.00
Newfields Water Department 36.00
N.H. Dept. Transportation 173.36





Public Service N.H 1,669.32
Rochester Truck Repair 528.61
The Tire Barn 214.59
Thor Electronics 1,499.40





DETAILED SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS CONTINUED
ACCT. PUBLIC SAFETY CONTINUED
NO.
4225 ANIMAL CONTROL 276.00
N.H.S.P.CA 190.00
Wadleigh's Falls Vet. 86.00
4230 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 1,378.02
Auto Sounds of N.H. 380.00
Cellular One 268.16
Mobilemedia Paging 729.86
ACCT. HIGHWAYS AND STREETS 65,953.18
NO. Alden A.Neal 15,539.00
4312 Alden A.Neal / Driveways 280.00
Alden Neal Equipment 29,664.00
Thomas Bassett 5,197.50
Tom Conner 1,710.00
Arjay True Value 6.55
Vincent Bateman 1,015.00
Bell & Flynn 960.00
Granite State Minerals 5,387.98
R.C.Hazelton 864.45
Newmarket Sand and Gravel 3,564.32
N E Barricade 299.72
Mahon.D & B 400.00
Quality Hardwood 600.00
Tilcon Maine Inc. 759.66




4316 STREET LIGHTING 11,586.18
P.S.N.H. 11,586.18
4317 CARE OF TREES 1,750.00
Goodrich Trees 1,750.00
SANITATION
4323 SOLID WASTE COLLECTION 27,280.68
Steeves Disposal Co. 27,280.68
4324 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL 15,365.60
Solid Waste,Lamprey Regional 26,297.01
Less Reimbursements
Harvard Industries (10,931.41)





NH Resource Recovery 68.56
WATER DISTRIBUTION AND TREATMENT
4332 WATER SERVICES (2,999.07)
Wendell Sargent 4,000.00
Wendell Sargent, Supplies 644.69
Jerry Kimball 1,376.00
Alden A. Neal / Eouipment 1,685.00
ACT Services Inc. 23.00




DETAILED SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS CONTINUED
ACCT. WATER DISTRIBUTION AND TREATMENT CONTINUED
NO.











N E Instrument 2,894.00





R.E.Prescott Co. Inc. 323.96
Roy Pender Plumbing 176.00
Public Service Co. N.H. 7,003.39
Quality Hardwood 180.00
D.F.Richards Co. 107.55




Kathleen M. Smith / Supplies 8.00
Stamped Envelope Agency 161.00
Top Copy 22.50
Alan Williams 1,674.00
Alan Williams / Supplies 200.50
Treasurer State N H 80.00
Water Specialties Co. Inc. 773.88











4414 PEST CONTROL 12,500.00
Dragon Mosquito 12,500.00
4415 HUMAN SERVICES: 4,130.00
Big Brother/Big Sister 800.00
Lamprey Regional Health 1,300.00
Richie McFariand Ctr 250.00
Rock.Co. Community Action 600.00
Rockingham Nutrition 308.00
Rockingham Counseling Center 700.00
Seacoast Hospice 50.00










4520 PARKS AND RECREATION
Rockcrest Gardens 900.00
4550 LIBRARY
Newfields Public Library 7,974.70
Less Reimbursements




4711 PRINC.LONG TERM BONDS 5,000.00
4712 INTEREST LONG TERM BONDS 690.00
















Charles Daley Jr 20.85







J & J Scott 125.17







TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
#12 Police Crusier 6,000.00




4914 1994 WARRANT ARTICLES
#08 Fire Truck
Liberty International Truck 47,697.86
#09 Fire Dept Airpacks




DETAILED SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS CONTINUED
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT CONTINUED
4914 1994 WARRANT ARTICLES CONTINUED
#11 1st Response Team 6,653 41
4290






Moore Medical Corp. 1,108.08
June Sawyer 675.00
#20 Town Hall Heat 24,582.70






#21 Library Ramp 2,548.89
Al Hill 2,548.89
#22 Lamprey Closure 18,000.00
Lamprey Regional 18,000.00
#23 Fall Hazardous Waste 144.00
Town of Exeter 144.00
CURRENT USE 400.00
Avitar 400.00
TOTAL 1994 TOWN EXPENDITURES 512,577.43
OTHER TOWN EXPENDITURES
1992 WARRANT ARTICLES
#16 Conservation Commission 5% tax 2,816.00
1993 WARRANT ARTICLES
#15 Water Department Expendable Trust
Trustees Trust Fund 4,582.07
#19 Conservation Map
Rockingham Co. Planning Comm.
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY TAX
NEWFIELDS SCHOOL DISTRICT




Ploof Property Tax Paid
Ploof Property Tax Collected
TOTAL OTHER TOWN EXPENDITURES
TOTAL TOWN EXPENDITURES




Included in General Fund
IMPACT FEES/LOT ASSESSMENTS
BALD HILL 8,986.00 8,986 00
FIRE PROTECTION 19,543 97 31,543.97
PlusAmount Assessed in 1994 12,000.00
PERMANENT FUNDS December 31 , 1994 40,529.97













The Trustees of Trust Funds would like to
thank William Tebo and his Committee, for the work








TOWN OF NEWFIELDS. N. H.
SUMMARY OF COMMON TRUST INCOME
For the year ending December 31 » 199k
ReceiTed from:
Fleet Bank 29.99
First Sayings & Loan 267^.09
Strafford National Bank 1682.90
(Bank of N.H.)





Helen Ewing Mem. Fund 92.2+3
Adeline Paul Town Hall Fund 276.75
Isabel Paul Town Hall Grounds Fund 91.09
5530.97
Expenditures: Cemetery
1992+ Goodrich Supplies 112+.80




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
-
Report of Common Trust Fund Investments
City/Town Newflelds
For the Calendar Year Ended December 31 , 19
or
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 19
9k
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records
and is correct to the bestol
knowledge and belief.
Date .Taniiflry 2% 19-95.
.Tared Pumford
Helen Ryan Trustees of Trust Funds
Nancy Matthews
(Please sign in ink and also print/type clearly)
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This year automatic controls were installed to better serve
the water customers. These were greatly needed to control
wasteful water loss.
Our #6 well located in the Dunlin area now has the controls
for maintaining the level of our storage tank, located off
Main Street. This will save many gallons of water from
being wasted.
All hydrants, main gate valves, and curb stops were
inspected to make sure they were operating properly. In
1995 we will be flushing hydrants during evening hours.
Periodic tests are conducted to insure that our water is of
the best quality possible. Tests are taken monthly and sent
to the Lab for examination. Our water continues to be
chlorinated to insure that no bacteria exists. Periodically
the levels of chlorine going to your home are checked to
make sure they are within the permissible range of 0.2 to
1.5 parts per billion.
Four new homes were added to the water system this year.
One main line break occurred on Nelson Drive this summer and
was repaired. Ve are constantly on the alert for line
breaks and urge all home owners in the Water District to
check for any leaking units found in the home.
Due to mandates by The State of New Hampshire - EPA and the
higher costs of water tests, it has been necessary to









NEVFIELDS PUBLIC LIBRARY 1994
First Savings & Loan
Balance January 1, 1994
Interest 1994
Balance January 1, 1995
First N.H. Bank
Checking Balance January 1, 1994
Income: 1994





















Operating Expenses: Paul Fund
Doris Goerner, Librarian 2
Dorothy Evans, Ass' t Librarian 1
Barbara Hayden, Treasurer




Public Service Company of NH
Library Supplies
U.S. Post Office





Town of Newfields, FICA
































































Newfields, New Hampshire 03856
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN






Number of Periodicals 15
Videos added to library 10












Library Hours: Tuesday 1-6












TO THE PEOPLE OB NEWFIELDS,
1994 has seen many changes in the Newfields Police
Department. In the early part of 1994 we saw an increase in
vandalism in Town. Together the Newfields Police Department and
the Youth of this Town; in conjunction with the inception of the
"Hotline"; made it possible to see a huge decrease in vandalism
and criminal mischief.
The Newfields Rescue Squad began it's operation in June of
1994. The squad is made up of ten fully trained volunteers who
have answered twenty-one medical aid calls. The Squad volunteers
appreciate the excellent working relationship they have with the
officers from the Newfields Police Department and the personnel
of the Newmarket Ambulance Corp.
In August of 1994 I gave my resignation as Chief




As always I would like to express my sincerest gratitude and
fondness for the people of Newfields. I am confident that the
residents of Newfields will welcome the new Chief with open arms
and continue to show their support for the Police Department and
the Rescue Squad as they have always done so.
Respectfully Submitted,





























Bicycle, Mopeds and O.H.R.V. Violations
Dog Complaints/Incidents

















Unlocked Doors /Windows (Businesses
)
Citizen Assists (Relay,Message, Deliver
)
Bicycle Warnings and Summons
Fish & Game Violations
















































William Chick Ray Buxton
Chief Ass't Chief
199 A ANNUAL REPORT
199 A WAS A YEAR WITH A RECORD NUMBER OF FIRE REPORTS,
HOWEVER THE DOLLAR DAMAGE WAS VERY LOW. WE HAD A TOTAL OF
BA CALLS OF WHICH A5 WERE MUTUAL AID CALLS. WE REQUESTED
MUTUAL AID FOR ASSISTANCE 5 TIMES. THERE WERE 11 CALLS FOR
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS AND ALTHOUGH WE HAVE NO EMT PERSONEL,
WE ASSIST THE POLICE DEPARTMENT AND RESCUE SQUAD WITH
TRAFFIC CONTROL AND WITH MANPOWER AT THE SCENE.
THE NEW SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS WERE
PURCHASED AND PUT INTO SERVICE. THE MEMBERS PREVIOUSLY
TRAINED TO USE THEM WERE TRAINED FOR THE NEW ONES.
THE NEW TANK TRUCK HAS BEEN ORDERED AND WILL BE HERE
SOON. THIS WILL ENABLE US TO BRING A QUANTITY OF WATER
WITH US WHEN RESPONDING TO FIRES OUTSIDE OF THE HYDRANT
DISTRICT.
THERE ARE FOUR FIREFIGHTERS SIGNED UP TO TAKE THE
FIREFIGHTER I CERTIFICATION COURSE THIS SPRING. THIS IS
A COURSE TAKING IN EXCESS OF ltttf HOURS OF TRAINING.
FIRE PREVENTION PROGRAMS THIS YEAR WERE CONDUCTED
AT OUR SCHOOLS. THE PROGRAM FOR THE GRADES 1-6 WERE
CHANGED THIS YEAR. THE DOVER FIRE DEPARTMENT FIRE
PREVENTION TRAILER WAS BROUGHT OVER AND THIS WAS WELL
RECEIVED BY THE STUDENTS AND TEACHERS.
1995 WILL BE A CHALLENGING YEAR BECAUSE OF THE NEW
AND VARIED 1 ENAN TS AND TYPES OF ACTIVITIES IN THE OLD
KINGS TUN- WARREN BUILDINGS. THE FIRE DEPARTMENT IS
WORKING WITH THE OWNERS AND TENANTS TO SEE THAT WE CAN
BEST SERVE EACH OTHER.
AGAIN, MANY THANKS TO THE MEMBERS OF THE FIRE DE-
PARTMENT AND THEIR FAMILIES FOR HELPING TO MAKE THE JOB






William Chick Ray Buxton
Chief Ass't Chief
FIRE CALLS FUR 1994
AUTO OCCIDENTS 11
LIMBS UN WIRES 5
SMOKE INVEST I GOT IONS 3
PUBLIC ASSISTS 3
SMOKE IN BUILDINGS 3
CHIMNEY FIRES 4
ALARM ACTIVATIONS 3
























STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT of RESOURCES and ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION of FORESTS and LANDS
172 Pembroke Road P.O. Box 1856 Concord, New Hampshire 03302-1856
603-271-2214
FAX: 603-271-2629
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
In calendar year 1 99A , our three (3) leading causes of fires were No Permit, Children
and Rekindles of fires where the fire was not properly extinguished.
Violations of RSA 224:27 II, the fire permit law, and the other burning laws of the
State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a
year ; n jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
To aid your "orest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Fire Officials,
contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required.
This also helps to prevent unnecessary response to a controlled burn.
Fire Statistics 1994
Number of Fi-es Reported to
State for Cost Share Payment 283
Acres Burned 217
Suppression cost = $90,000+









Fires Reported by Detection Airc-aft
89
Loca' communities and the State share the cost of suppression on a 50/50 basis. The
State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers and 3 contract aircraft patrols. This
early detection and reports from citizens aid the quick response from the local fire
departments.
"REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!"
o^^e<_^ ^/ci^U^Ji^^
Forest Ranger
Forest Protection (603) 271-2217
Forest Management (603) 271-3456
Forest Fire Warden
Land Management (603) 271-3
Information & Planning (603) 271-345'
TDD ACCESS: RELAY NH 1-800-735-2964 (Aw ^^ea paper
DIVISION OF FORESTS AND LANDS 603-271-2214
fift
REPORT OF THE NEWFIELDS MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION
Each year, I focus on one event that dominated the mosquito season.
In 1994, I think of the mosquitoes of late July - early August. Salt
marsh mosquito larvae were treated with a bacteria as planned, but the
number of mosquitoes that hatched that week broke 30 year records. We
remember that day well - it was the first day of the Stratham Fair. The
unusual population of mosquitoes was not limited to Newfields or
seacoast NH, but occurred up and down the eastern seaboard. Record
numbers of mosquitoes were reported by most mosquito control agencies in
the east. Yet, an explanation for this heavy population eluded us.
Could it be a peak in the natural cycle of the mosquito just as gypsy
moths have displayed? Or haven't we reached the peak? Let's hope we
have seen the peak.
Control of mosquitoes begins at the source - pools of stagnant
water. Elimination of the source is one solution, however this method
may be impractical when dealing with large areas such as salt marshes or
freshwater swamps. Homeowners can help reduce the mosquito population
by inspecting the yard for standing water. Any container holding water
provides a breeding ground for mosquitoes. Empty all containers
frequently, including bird baths, flower pots and drain trays, rain
barrels, trash cans and wheel barrows. Call the mosquito control
department to inspect larger sites such as ditches, snowmelt pools,
swamps or any stagnant water. The bacteria, Bacillus thuringiensis
israelensis (Bti for short) is used to control mosquito larvae in
stagnant pools. Bti has been used in Newfields since 1989. Bti
selectively kills mosquitoes yet has no effect on people or pets, fish
and other wildlife, plants, beneficial insects and other organisms that
live in this habitat. If you do NOT want your property treated for
mosquitoes please contact the mosquito control department at 778-3906
every spring.
After a brief resting period, mosquitoes hatch into the familiar
flying stage. Winged adult females seek a blood meal to nourish the
eggs. Spring freshwater mosquitoes are most active at dusk and dawn or
in the shade while salt marsh mosquitoes bite during the day even in the
hot sun. These salt marsh mosquitoes are predominant during July and
August coinciding with the greenhead fly season.
Salt marsh mosquitoes and greenhead flies make outdoor activites a
challenge. Black boxes are placed on salt marshes from July 1st to Sept
15th to catch greenhead flies before they leave the marsh in search of
blood. Greenheads fly into the box, cannot escape and die of
dehydration. No insecticides are used. Spiders, praying mantids and
wasps take advantage of this abundant food supply and raise their young
here. Hawks, red-winged blackbirds and seagulls all roost on the traps.
We find many bones, skulls, feathers and of course droppings on top of
the traps by season's end.
Unfortunately, mosquitoes don't enter greenhead fly traps.
Adulticiding, killing adult mosquitoes, is the last effort used to
control mosquitoes. The insecticides, resmethrin and permethrin were
used to control adult mosquitoes last season. Both insecticides are
synthetic pyrethroids. If you do NOT want your property sprayed for
adult mosquitoes please call 778-3906 or write: Mosquito Control, P.O.
Box 46, Stratham, NH. You must contact the department every season. All





Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative























The Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative, in 1994,
operated within budget and had a productive year. The Board
of Directors voted a closing date of November 30, 1995 of our
present incinerator on the campus of UNH.
The Lamprey Board of Directors are presently pursuing a
New Restatement of the Cooperative Agreement which outlines
goals for the future such as a Recycling Facility with
Transfer capabilities. At the 1995 Town Meetings, the
respective Cooperative Communities will be voting on this
expanded agreement for the future of the Cooperative.
In 1995, the Cooperative hopes to have a new facility
constructed so that on November 30, 1995, all municipal waste





Chairman of the Board
LRSUC
70













Term Expires March, 1995
Term Expires March, 1996
Term Expires March, 1997













Other Officers S.A.U. #16
William J. Clancy, Superintendent of Schools
Kathleen M. Lynch, Assistant Superintendent
Paul A. Flynn, Assistant to the Superintendent
and Human Resources Manager














Fire House Signal sounded at 6:45 A.M. - delayed opening until 9:30 A.M.
Junior High and High Schools and 10:30 A.M. Elementary Schools. In
addition to the fire alarm signal, announcement will be made over Radio
Stations W0KQ, WER2, WHEB, WQM by 6:45 A.M.
Estimated Time of Bus Pick-Up
6:40 A.M. Mast Road
6:52 A.M. Town-Pleasant St.
7:30 A.M. Elementary
S.A.U. #16 Meetings
May - Election of Officers and Business
December - Budget and Other Business
72
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Newfields,
qualified to vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on
the fourteenth day of March 1995, at two o'clock in the afternoon to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a School Board Member for the ensuing three years.
2. To choose a School District Clerk for the ensuing three years.
3. To choose a School District Moderator for the ensuing three years
4. To choose an Auditor for the ensuing year.




School Board of TJewfields, NH
A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
cv6?&U<UA \tjjl//*<nui'




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Newfields, in the County of Rockingham and said state, qualified to vote in
District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Newfields Town Hall in said District on MONDAY the SIXTH day of
MARCH, 1995 at 7:30 in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Two
Hundred Fifty-Two Thousand Six Hundred Dollars ($1 , 252, 600.00) for the purpose of
constructing an addition to the Newfields School on land already owned by the District
and to equip the same and to pay related and incidental expenses; such sum to be raised
through the issuance of bonds or notes under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance
Act, RSA 33.1 etseg.. as amended; to authorize the School Board to apply for, obtain and
accept federal, state, or other aid, if any, which may be available for said project and to
comply with all laws applicable to said project; to authorize the School Board to issue,
negotiate, sell, and deliver said bonds and notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof; and to authorize the School Board to
take any other action or to pass any other vote relative thereto.
2. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty-Six Thousand Five
Hundred Fifty Three Dollars ($46,553.00) for the purpose of paying the interest payments
on the bond issue authorized under Article I that will occur during the District's 1995-96
fiscal Year.
3. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of for the support of the schools,
One Million, Sixty-three Thousand, Six Hundred Fifty-Seven Dollars ($1,063,657) for the payment
of the salaries for School District officials and agents, and for the payment of the statutory
obligations of the District.
4. Shall the School District accept the provisions of RSA 198:20-b providing that any School District
at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing the school board to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by the School District, money from a state, federal, or other
source which becomes available during the fiscal year?
5. To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers heretofore chosen and to pass any
vote relating thereto.
6. To transact any other business that may come before this meeting.
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1 certify that on the /Q ~ day of February, 1995, I posted copies
of the within warrant, attested by the School Board of said
District, at the place of meeting within named and at the Post




Personally appeared the said Pamela Abbott and made oath that the
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE






For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30. 19 96
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF NEWFIELDS , N.H.
Certified That Budget Was Posted With Warrant on ^B(^>. JO 19 %6"~
C^3;yi^^rycu^^
-U^JjfJQ-
SPACE ABOVE FOR SIGNATURES OF SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS (Please sign in ink)
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
(See RSA 197:5-a)
IMPORTANT: Please read the new RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
It requires this budget be prepared on a "gross" basis, showing all revenues and appropriations. At least one public hearing must be
held on this budget.
When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the district clerk,

















1000 INSTRUCTION xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
1100 Regular Programs 653,460.68 675,906.00 699,692.00
1200 Special Program 69,796.69 73,545.00 113,820.00
1300 Vocational Programs
1400 Other Instructional Programs 1,344.42 2,260.00 2,260.00
1600 Adult/Continuing Education
2000 SUPPORT SERVICES xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2100 Pupil Services xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2110 Attendance & Social Work 30.00 30.00
2120 Guidance 6,807.00 7,339.00 7,163.00
2130 Health 4,767.45 5,034.00 5,136.00
2140 Psychological
2150 Speech Path. & Audiology
2190 Other Pupil Services
2200 Instructional Staff Services xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2210 Improvement of Instruction 1,823.04 3,540.00 3,740.00
2220 Educational Media 1,185.71 3.907.00 4,222.00
2230 Other Inst. Staff Services
2300 General Administration xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2310 School Board xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2310 870 Contingency
2310 All Other Objects 1.865.00 2,240.00 2,240.00
2320 Office of Superintendent xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2320 351 S.A.U. Management Serv. 17.330.00 17,962.00 16,748.00
2320 All Other Objects
2330 Special Area Adm. Services 190.00 194.00
2390 Other Gen. Adm. Services 2.452.31 3.091.00 3,124.00
2400 School Administrative Services 54.772.04 58.112.00 59,959.00
2500 Business Services xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
2520 Fiscal 4.933.00 5,404.00 5,457.00
2540 Operation & Maintenance of Plant 25.079.03 30.151.00 30,803.00
2550 Pupil Transportation 41.184.75 43.900.00 47,336.00
2570 Procurement
2590 Other Business Services
2600 Managerial Services
2900 Other Support Services 51.106.85 62.350.00 57,283.00
3000 COMMUNITY SERVICES
UAPPANT APTTPT.F if 1 -BOND 1.00 1.252,600.00
WARRANT ARTICLE #2-INTEREST 46.553.00
5100 Debt Service xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
5100 830 Principal
5100 840 Interest 3,993.00 3,337.00 2,450.00
5200 Fund Transfers
5220 To Federal Projects Fund
5240 To Food Service Fund 2,000.00 2,000.00
5250 To Capital Reserve Fund
5255 To Expendable Trust Fund
1122 Deficit Appropriation 25,000.00
— Supplemental Appropriation




ACC. f REVENUE AND CREDITS AVAILABLE








REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
3110 Foundation Aid
3210 School Building Aid





Other State Sources (identify)
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
4410 ECIA, Chapter I & II
4430 Vocational Educ ation
4450 Adult Education
4460 Child Nutrition Programs 2.000.00 2,000.00
4470 Handicapped Programs
Federal Forest Land
Other Federal Sources (identify)
LOCAL REVENUE OTHER THAN TAXES xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
5100 Sale of Bonds or Notes 1,252,600.00
5230 Transfer from Capital Projects Fund
5250 Transfer from Capital Reserve Fund
5255 Transfer from Expendable Trust Fund
1300 Tuition
1500 Earnings on Investments 2,500.00 2,500.00
1700 Public Activities
1900 Trust Fund Income 120.00 120.00
I Other Local Sources (identify) 1
THIS SECTION FOR CALCULATION OF REIMBURSEMENT ANTICIPATION NOTES
(RAN) PER RSA 198:20-0 FOR CATASTROPHIC AID BORROWING
RAN, Revenue This FY less
RAN, Revenue Last FY NET RAN =
Supplemental Appropriation (Contra)
Unreserved Fund Balance $ xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
Fund Balance Voted From Surplus < >
Fund Balance Remaining as Revenue
TOTAL REVENUE AND CREDITS 4,620.00 1.257.220.00
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 1.020.679.00 1 .105.590.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATION 1.025,299.00 2.362.810.00
Warrant Article #
*
" Amounts Not Recommended by School Board * *
These amounts are not included in the recommended column




INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING FORM MS-26
SECTION I - EXPENDITURES. Entering the first column the actual expenditures for the most recently completed fiscal
year and enter the year in the space provided [RSA 32:5, IV, (b)].
APPROPRIATIONS. Enter in the second column, the appropriations as voted last year (include special meetings).
SCHOOL BOARD'S RECOMMENDED BUDGET. In the third column, enter the school board's recommended budget. If
there are petitioned or other warrant articles not recommended by the school board, indicate these on the bottom
of page 3 in the special section for this purpose.
The column entitled "W.A. #" is for the warrant article numbers for the ensuing year's budget.
Supplemental appropriations funded from sources other than taxation, items funded from notes or bonds or by
withdrawal from capital reserve funds, must be offset in Section II.
SECTION II - ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS. Enter in the first column, "Revised Revenues", the revenue and
credits as revised an approved by the Department of Revenue Administration in setting the last school assessment (tax
rate papers). Enter in the "School Board's Estimate" the school board's estimated revenues and credits for the coming year.
SIGNATURES AND DISTRIBUTION: A majority of the school board members must sign on page 1. Post certified copies
of the budget with the warrant for the meeting and if required per RSA 32:5, VII, print the budget in an annual report Send
a copy to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address on the front of this form. Keep a copy for your records
and send a courtesy copy to each participating municipality of a regional school, if applicable.
PLEASE READ RSA 32 AND IN PARTICULAR RSA 32:5 FOR IMPORTANT BUDGET INFORMATION.
84
NEWFIELDS ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
TUESDAY 1 MARCH 1994
Moderator, James Hayden called the Newfields Annual School District Meeting to Order at 7:33
PM. He read through the six (6) Warrant Articles, explained about the change in the format for
the school budget (RSA 1 97:5-a Municipal Budget Act), asked residents to identify themselves
before speaking to an issue, one at a time and only thru the Moderator.
School Board Chair, Maureen Hackett said that she would read from the MS- 2 6, but that
residents could submit questions concerning any portion of the major sum.
ARTICLE I To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million
Two Hundred Ninety-nine Dollars ($1,000,299.00) for the support of the
schools, for the payment of the salaries for School District officials and
agents, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
MOVED: Betsy Coes
SECOND: Susan MacDougall
As Maureen read the purpose of the appropriation, the 93-94 voted amount and the proposed 94
95 questions were raise concerning the Special Program costs. It was explained that there is a
court ordered student placed out of state. Guidance: Kathleen Lynch told about the State of NH
coming up with new testing, and our cost for that for next year and the fact that we are using
CATS again this year as a saving measure. Barbara Hallinan suggested $300 be cut from the
head teacher salary to keep the budget under a million. Maggie Doane wanted to know why the
insurance went down and Kathleen said that because Lynn Sweet gave Newfields the competitive
edge. Transportation: We are in the third year of a 5 year contract and amounts covered are for
SPED, regular bus, and fields trips. There was some discussion about the fact that the breakfast
program is for all students and is offered before school and during morning recess. The
$25,000 deficit appropriation is to make up for the increased population, secondary tuition.
Mrs. Mason wanted to know where the contributions, donations, paid tuition amounts are noted.
Kathleen said that those amounts could be made public by publishing the lengthy MS-25 in next
year's Town Report In answer to a question about teacher's health costs, Jan Trueman
explained that the staff are contributing 25% to health benefits. Debbie Glass said she was
concerned about coverage after school and Rose Vetere said she is there until 5 PM most days.
Sue MacDougall wanted to know how large a class could be and was told the State says 36
students. Jim Hayden reminded residents they could attend monthly Board Meetings for answers
to their questions. B. Hallinan wanted to know how long the AREA Agreement was good for and
Pam Abbott told her it was good until people got upset enough to change some of it. Don Doane
said he thought the Board did an excellent job and MOVED we pass ARTICLE I; second by: Betsy
Coes and ARTICLE I passed at 8:46 PM
ARTICLE II To se if the School District will raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five
Thousand ($25,000.00) as a deficit appropriation for the July 1, 1993 through





M. Hackett explained how the tuition deficit came about because of the increase in the number of
students attending the Senior and Junior High School. J. Trueman explained about the added
tuition cost for a special ed student.
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE III:
Passed with a majority vote
To see if the School District will vote in accordance with RSA 35: 1 6 to change the
purpose of the Capital Reserve Fund - Land, which was established by vote of the
District at its regular meeting on March 5, 1 990 under the provisions of
RSA 35:1 for the established purpose of purchasing land for the future possible
construction of a new elementary school to a Capital Reserve Fund - Building
for the purpose of the planning and possible construction of a building addition to
the Newfields Elementary School under the provisions of RSA 35:1 and to
designate the School Board as agents to expend without further action by the






M. Hackett said that there are 100 new housing plans submitted and demographics show 1.3
children per house. There will be a Committee comprised of the School Board, the Asst. Supt,
the Principal, 1 Selectman, 1 Planning Board Member, 1 Teacher, 1 Parent and 1 Resident.
This is not a panic situation but we see the need for expansion and need to change the designation
of the fund from just land. Dottie Dawson asked where the land is and Pam Abbott explained
where the 2 acres are located. Debbie Glass said there are at this time 2 1 first grade children





Passed with a unanimous vote. (2/3 vote required)
Shall the School District accept the provisions of RSA 198:20-b providing that
any School District, at an Annual Meeting, may adopt an article authorizing the
School Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the
School District, money from a state, federal, or other source which becomes
available during the fiscal year.
Maggie Doane
Lynn Sweet
After Kathleen Lynch spoke to the fact that this Article is recommended by the State, Moderator,
James Hayden asked for a vote.
ARTICLE IV: Passed with a majority vote.
ARTICLE V To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers heretofore chosen




ARTICLE V Passed over as there was nothing to report or vote on.
ARTICLE VI To transact any other business that may come before this meeting.
MOVED: Betsy Coes
SECOND: Mrs. Mason
Betsy talked about her concern of non-resident policy and that people are charged after 30
calendar days. Pam Abbott said it was lenient compared to the 1 976 policy where a person paid
starting with day one attendance. Maureen Hackett said that the State determines that a student
attends school in the town they reside. That the policy is evenhanded and perhaps owners could
suggest the builder take up the cost when they don't complete the home on time. There are many
homes being built at this time and the cost would be great if we have to pay tuition to secondary
schools before people are taxpayers. The MOTION was withdrawn by Betsy Coes.
MOVED to ADJOURN: Barbara Hayden
SECOND: Maggie Doane
ADJOURNED: at 9:25 PM





24 March 1 994
Nancy Matthews




At the School District Meeting on March 1, 1994, the District voted
to change the name and the purpose of our account: Capital Reserve Fund -
Land to Capital Reserve Fund - Building for the purpose of planning and
possible construction of a building addition to the Newfields Elementary
School.
Would you please make sure that the name of our Capital Reserve
Fund - Land ($33,306.00) is changed to Capital Reserve Fund - Building. If
you have any questions you may reach me in the evenings (772-61 16) or
call Maureen Hackett (772-4042) during the day.









" Teamwork is the catalyst that yields excellence from shared strengths9 This is the spirit
which guided the Newfields School District during the 1993-94 school year. Our goal was to bring
parents, teachers, citizens, and students together to contribute to the education of Newfields' children.
It is our sincere hope that this school district report will demonstrate the success of our efforts.
Newfields Elementary School presently has an enrollment of 92 students in Grades one (1)
through six (6). The teaching staff consists of five (5) full-time classroom teachers and two (2) half-
time teachers, one of which also serves as the principal. Our special education coordinator/teacher is
now full-time due to increasing enrollments in this program. Newfields Elementary School provides
students with a once a week program in art, music, and physical education. Support personnel for
Newfields Elementary School include a school psychologist, guidance counselor, full-time secretary,
nurse, speech pathologist, occupational therapist, and custodian.
Communication continues to play an important role in uniting the efforts of parents and teachers
for the benefit of our students. Weekly letters to parents from classroom teachers and a weekly
newsletter from the principal serve this purpose. One Open House and two Parent/Teacher Conference
days also provide parents with an opportunity to learn about our school. This year we invited parents
of first and second graders to learn about the developmental processes within the Language Arts
curriculum. We are planning a Technology Night to familiarize the community with the scope of our
commitment to technology. We hope to expand upon these information exchanges in future years.
Newfields Elementary School has kept up with advances in technology. Through federally
funded Title II grant money and private donations, we purchased another Macintosh computer with a
built in CD-ROM player and interactive software to aid in the instruction of reading and math. We
continue to use the Macintosh for research and word-processing. We regularly use educational TV and
videos as additional resources for instruction. These resources allow us to accommodate a variety of
learning styles and levels.
Newfields Elementary School actively seeks alternate funding to provide innovative
programming for its teachers and students. A summer science program for teachers and students will be
funded for a second year through an Eisenhower Grant. Resources, including computer hardware and
software for our drug and alcohol abuse prevention programming are funded by state and federal grants
The DARE program, offered to students in Grade 5, is supported through fundraising as are many of our
other student activities.
The students and teachers of Newfields Elementary School enjoy the support of the community
A volunteer program designed around Class Parents and an increasingly active parent /school
organization in the form of the Newfields Parent Organization are forums through which parents can
become involved in their children's school life. The Newfields Parent Organization helped organize
holiday parties, Grandparents Day, and a Pot Luck Dinner to hear about our sixth graders' experiences
at Sargent Camp. Parent volunteers manage our school library, to which we have added books in the
areas of literature, music, and the social sciences. We will continue to add to our collection in an effort
to provide our students with up-to-date print information.
We have a committed group of parents, teachers, and community members on our Enrichment
Team who plan and coordinate enrichment and cultural arts activities and programs for our students.
Last year, they invited community members to join us in our appreciation of mathematics during a
school wide "Math Conference". Fundraising efforts on their part will allow us to present special
programs in science, history, and literature this year. As part of our Artist-in-Residence program, we
welcomed Sarah Haskell, weaver, to Newfields Elementary School. The results of her work with our
students surround us in the hallways of our school. This year we were again awarded an Artist-in-
Residence grant funded by the New Hampshire Council on the Arts and will be working with poet Mimi
White.
Newfields Elementary School continues to work toward providing excellence in educational
opportunities for its community of students, teachers, and parents. The Newfields School Board, in
understanding the relationship between effective programming and adequate facilities, has spent this
past year planning a school addition. We appreciate their support as representatives of the town, and




STATISTICS FOR GRADES 1 to 6 FOR
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1984-85 38 47 26 73 65.5 3.3 68.8 95.1
1985-86 38 47 30 77 68.5 3.8 72.3 95.7
1986-87 38 44 31 75 67.7 3.0 70.7 95.9
1987-88 38 37 30 67 64.5 2.7 67.2 95.9
1988-89 38 39 30 69 64 4.0 67 .95
1989-90 38 36 38 74 69.84 3.50 73.34 .95
1990-91 38 41 41 82 74.50 3.54 78.04 95
1991-92 38 38 43 84 76.55 2.91 79.46 96
1992-93 38 42 43 85 82.06 3.84 85.89 96
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Grade 5 50% $12,169.50
Grade 6 $33,621.00
Special Education $26,747.00
Art 20% $ 6,644.20
Guidance 20% $ 6,709.60
Music 20% $ 5,028.00
Nurse 20% $ 4,714.20







Assistant to the Superintendent
Human Resources Manager
In September, 1994, SAU 16 was pleased to welcome Chet Lee as the
new Principal of the Kensington Elementary School. In addition, during
the 1994-1995 school year, Bill Clancy has assumed responsibilities as
Principal at EAHS in addition to his responsibilities as Superintendent of
SAU 16. Kathleen Lynch is also working with the Exeter elementary
principals in certain areas.
The SAU Joint School Board is studying the various options with
regard to the overcrowding problem at EAJHS. The Joint Board will be
receiving the final report from its consulting firm in mid-February. The
Board will also begin a study of the near future overcrowding at EAHS. In
1998, the EAJHS enrollment is projected to be 1,041 and the EAHS
enrollment is projected to be 1,304.
In 1998, the projected enrollment of the entire SAU is projected to
be 5,023. These enrollments exceed the current functional capacities of
our schools, and solutions are needed to accommodate our students. This
issue is certainly the one dominant issue each of our communities faces
during the last half of this decade.
In Stratham Memorial School, the school district has invested in new
technology and has appointed a Technology Coordinator.
Other districts in our SAU are studying the implementation of
Kindergarten programs, and in Newfields a building project is being
considered to serve the growing elementary school population.
The SAU continues to function with a reduced administrative staff
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SAU 16 SCHOOL CALENDAR 1995-1996
Total Student Days 180
J
AUG./SEPT. 1995 Student Days - 19
XXX XXX [30] [31] XXX
LABOR 5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 22
25 26 27 28 29
[Aug.30] Exeter Teachers Report
[Aug.31] SAU Teacher Meeting
Sept. 4 Labor Day - No School























L Student Days - 21
4 5 6
9 10 11 12 T.CNVTN
16 17 18 19 20
23 24 25 26 27
30 31
Oct.! 3 Teacher Convention •• No School
MARCH 1996 n_ Student Days - 19
—Winter Vacation -
4 5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 INSRVCE
25 26 27 28 29
Feb.26-Mar. 1 Winter Vacation





6 7 8 9 VETS
13 14 15 16 17
20 21 22* —Thanksglving--
27 28 29 30
Nov. 10 Veteran's Day Celebration-No School















































*Dec.22 4 hour day for Students
Dec. 25-Jan.l Christmas Holiday













2 3 4 5
9 10 11 12
16 17 18 19














Civil Rights Day • No School
SAU Inservice Day For Teachers Only
June 7 EAHS Graduation
June 14-Last day(students)lf no cancellations
— One additional day for Exeter teachers —
June 17-28 Snow make-up days If necessary






IN-SERVICE DAYS - EXETER K-12
VITAL STATISTICS FOR THE YEAR 1994
BIRTHS
3-4 Brian Gitschier Taetzsch - Portsmouth Regional Hospital
Nancy Margaret Gitschier
Steven Charles Taetzsch
6-9 Anthony Edward Nichols - Exeter Hospital
Vivian Beatrice (Turgeon) Nichols
Edward Anthony Nichols
6-24 Katherine Elizabeth Pope - Exeter Hospital
Jennifer Susan (Lane) Pope
Alexander Neergaard Pope
7-12 Austin John Grant - Exeter Hospital
Leah (Kuffel) Grant
Michael David Grant
8-1 Sarah Elizabeth Ingraham - Portsmouth Regional Hospital
Michelle (Wirtanen) Ingraham
Philip Kerr Ingraham
8-1 Erin Lynn Chesterton - Portsmouth Regional Hospital
Nancy Marie (Kingston) Chesterton
Robert Scott Chesterton
8-23 Michael Jeffrey Buxton - Exeter Hospital
Kimberly Anne (Sparks) Buxton
Jeffrey Ray Buxton
9-10 Nicholas Mayfield Crouch - Exeter Hospital
Lisa Morin Crouch
Kyle Mayfield Crouch
9-11 Blake Eugene Linehan - Portsmouth Regional Hospital
Nancy Jane Shipley
John Daniel Linehan
9-16 Alexcina Neff Smith - Exeter Hospital
Jacqueline (Neff) Smith
Christian Ora Smith
10-12 Kaitlyn Ann Rumford - Exeter Hospital
Catherine Ann (Sanborn) Rumford
Jared Neal Rumford
10-14 Kelsey Mae MacDonald - Portsmouth Regional Hospital
Patricia Ann (Hague) MacDonald
Timothy Scott MacDonald
99
10-18 Samuel Robert Klemarczyk - Exeter Hospital
Marianne Elody (Lindsay) Klemarczyk
Kevin Robert Klemarczyk
10-28 David Jeffrey Booth - Exeter Hospital
Joan Marie (O'donnell) Booth
Jeffrey Ralph Booth
11-01 Brian Joseph Henry - Exeter Hospital
Christyne Mary (Richardson) Henry
Stephen Scott Henry
11-12 Anna Banks Beatty - Portsmouth Regional Hospital
Marcia Lynne (Pinover) Beatty
Thomas Nathaniel Beatty
11-27 Adam Wayne Hale - Portsmouth Regional Hospital
Trudy Rose (Eaton) Hale
David Frank Hale
MARRIAGES
3-19 Robert Joseph Kennedy - Leominster, MA
Michelle Patricia O'Sullivan - Leominster, MA
4-23 David Michael Breen - Newfields
Cara Anne Wilson - Newfields
5-13 Patrick James Garvey - Exeter
Robin Ann Call - Newfields
5-28 William Terrence Tobin - Newfields
Holly Kristina Schoff - Newfields
10-15 Leon Jule Potvin - Newfields
Karen Elizabeth Gove - Newfields
11-12 John Matthew Hayden - Newfields
Cathy Darlene McGinnis - Newfields
11-26 George Henry Drinkwater - Newfields
Elzbieta Walichnowska - Orbornika, Poland
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DEATHS
7-10 James Foster Hayden
Ruth E. Smith
Leslie F. Hayden







1-05 Willie Lee James
Newfields Cemetery




6-02 Charles W. Clough
Newfields Cemetery




10-29 Mary B. Hamel
Rockingham Cemetery
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